THE HOMOTOPY CLASSIFICATION OF (n -l)-CONNECTED (n + 3)-DIMENSIONAL POLYHEDRA, n 2 4
HANS-J• ACHIM BAL'ES and WTTHIAS HENNES
THE classification of homotopy types of finite polyhedra is a classical and fundamental task of topology.
Here we mean a classification by minimal algebraic data which for example allows the explicit computation of the number of homotopy types with prescribed homology. The main result on this problem in the literature is due to J. H. C. Whitehead (1949) who classified (n -I)-connected (n + 2)-dimensional polyhedra.
In this paper we consider the next step concerning finite (n -I)-connected (n + 3)-dimensional polyhedra.
In the stable range, n 2 4. they are classified by the following decomposition thcorcm, see (3.9) . Moreocer u complete list oj' these ind~~c~ompo.suhl~~ comp1exe.s is given by the corresponding spheres und MoarL~-.splrc,c~.s qf'cpclic groups Z/p', p prime, und by the complexes X(w), X (w, cp) which ure in 1 -I -corrc~.spondenc.e to speciul words, se (3.1) . Such words cun be described us well by yruphs us in Fig. 2 .
THEOREM. Eud~finirt~ (n -
For example the real projective 3-space KU', has the stabilization En-'(RSq) z Sn+Z v M(P/Z,n)
where M(Z/2, n) is a hi1oore space while z"-'(RP&) 1. X(,(l)
is an indecomposable complex given by the special word ,<I. otherwise.
The example indicates that a homotopy type is not nearly determined by its integral homology. Still the Whitehead theorem shows that the homology is the basic homotopy invariant of a simply connected polyhedron S. Therefore one wants to represent the homotopy type of S directly in terms of a suitable natural algebraic structure on the homology of X. Such a structure was obtained in 1949 by J. H. C. Whitehead for l-connected 4-dimensional polyhedra [39, 41] and later also for (n -I)-connected (n + 2)dimensional polyhedra, n 2 3, see [403; it was used by Chang [6, 73 for the computation of the corresponding indecomposable polyhedra. Since then various authors studied the classification of (n -I)-connected (n + 3)-dimensional polyhedra, n 2 4, in terms of primary and secondary cohomology operations, see [S, 9. IO, I I. 12, 13, 14.31.361.
The classifying data still remained intricate. The proof of the decomposition theorem above is based on a new kind of invariant which simplifies the algebraic representation considerably:
The restriction of this result to (II + 2)-dimensional complcxcs is literally Whitehead's classification in [42] which is the easy part of the thcorcm; the main new fcaturc in Ai-systems is the "boundary invariant" /I. Here X is a one point union of indccomposable complexes Xi as in the decomposition theorem. For II 2 5 this one point union has the additional property that the space X is selfdual with respect to Spanicr-Whitehead duality. see [33] . Since the dual of X is given by
. . , DX, is ;1 permutation of x,..
. ., X,. This can readily bc checked by the determination of dual complexes in (3.10 v ,-t, implies that PII = n and that there is a permutation 0 with l?,, z A, for all i. A morphism/in C is i,~cfc~cor,~pc'strhlt' if the objectlis indecompos-able in the category Pair (C) . The objects of Pair (C) are the morphisms of C and the morphismsf+ g in Pair (C) are the pairs (x. /I) of morphism in C with gx = &I The sum of /and y is the morphism j v g = (i, f. i2 g). The &composition prcddem in C can be described by the following task: Find a complete list of indecomposable isomorphism types in C and describe the possible decompositions of objects in C. We now consider various examples and solutions of such decomposition problems. These examples originated in representation theory and topology.
First let R be a ring and let C be a full category of R-modules (satisfying some finiteness restraint). The initial object in C is the trivial module 0 and the sum in C is the direct sum of modules. denoted by 111$ Iv'. With respect to the decomposition problem for modules in C Gabriel states in the introduction of [Zl]: "The main and perhaps hopeless purpose of representation theory is to find an efficient general method for constructing the indecomposable objects by means of simple objects, which are supposed to be given". Various results on such decomposition problems are outlined in [2 I] . In this paper we shall use only the following examples.
(1.2) Example. For R = Z let C be the category of finitely generated abelian groups. In this case the indecomposable objects are wall known; they are given by the cyclic groups Z and Z/p' where p is a prime and i L I.
(1. 3 
) Excmtplc.
Let k be a field and Ict R bc the quotient ring R = k( X. Y)/(X', Y').
Hcrc (X2. Y') stands for the ideal gcncratcd by XL and Y? in the free associative algebra k(S, Y) in the variahlcs .Y and Y. Let C be the full catcpory of R-mod&s which arc finite dimensional as k-vector spaces. C. M. Ringcl [30] gave ;I complctc list of indccomposablc objects in C. Thcsc objects arc characteri& by certain words which arc partially of a similar nature as the words used in $2 below.
(I .4) E.rtrr~rplc.
In topology we also consider graded rings lihe the Steenrod ulgcbra and graded mod&s like the homology or cohomology of a space. Let R = '!I, he the mod p Steenrod algebra and let k 2 0. We consider the category C of all graded R-modules If for which fl, is a finite Z/p-vector space and for which II, = 0 for i < 0 and i > k. It is a hard problem to compute the indccomposablr objects of C; only the answer for k < 4p -5 is known by the work of Hcnn [22] . In fact, Henn's result is closely related to the result of Ringed in (1.3) above; to see this we consider the case p = 2. The restriction k 5 3 then implies that the YI,-module structure of H is completely determined by Sq, and Sq, with Sq,Sq* = 0 and Sq,Sq, = 0. Whence, forgetting degrees, the module II is actually a module over the ring 2/2(X, Y)/(X*, Y*) with X = Sq,, Y = Sq, and such modules were classified by Ringel.
Next we describe the decomposition problem of homotopy theory. Let Top*/ 2 be the homotopy category of pointed topological spaces. The set of morphisms X + Y in Top*,' 1 is the set of homotopy classes [X, Y]. Isomorphistis in Top*/ 2 are called homotopy equivalences and isomorphism types in Top+/ 1 are homotopy types. Let that for k + 1 < n the functor X: Ai -Ai +, is an equivalence of categories; moreover for k + 1 = n this functor is full and a l-l correspondence of homotopy types. We say that the homotopy types of At are stub/e if k + 1 I n. the morphisms of A'.. however. are stable if k + 1 < n. The computation of the k-stem is a classical and principal problem of homotopy theory which, in particular, was studied for k I 2 by J. H. C. Whitehead [39.40, 42) . The k-stem of homotopy groups of spheres, denoted by n,,, IS"). n 2 2. is now known for fairly large k; for example one can find a complete list for k I 19 in Toda's book [35] . The k-stem of homotopy types, however. is still mysterious even for very small k. The initial object of the category Ai is the point * and the sum in Ai is the one point union of spaces. The suspension E in ( 1.5) carries a sum to a sum and I5 : Ai + Ai + L yields a 1-I correspondence of indecomposable homotopy types for k + 1 I n. As in the case of modules we use a finiteness restraint. we consider the decomposition problem only for finite (or equivalently compact) CW-complexes. Therefore we introduce the full subcategory FAZ, FA: c AZ c Top"/ =.
(1. 6) consisting of (n -I)-connected (PI + k)-dimensional CW-complexes with only finitely many cells. The following results on the decomposition problem in FA: are known. Recall that a 12loote space N(A, m) is a simply connected CW-complex with homology groups &IU(A. m) 2 A and fi,7,,2!(.-t. ml = 0 for i # IV. The sphere S" is a Moore space M(H, m) and hf (Z/k. m) is the mapping cone of the map kr : S" + S" of degree k. The elementary IUoore spr~ccs of FA: arc the sphcrcs S". n I; m 5 n + k, and the Moore spaces M(h/p', m) where p is a prime. i 2 1. 11 I; m < n + k. Thcsc wherep,yEN = (1.2,. . .f. They are given by the mapping cones of the mapsj, :S"+' + S", j;:S"+'+S"+* v S",/~:S"** v S"+S" andl;:S"" v S"-+S"+' v S" respectively; here k,=,,; '1" the Hopf map, morcover_& = i,(?l) + i,q,f; = (q, Zpl),A = (i,(2q1) + izq. i2(2Pf))
., , resp. i2, denotes the inclusion of S" l ', resp. S", into S"+' v S". These complexes are also discussed in the books of Hilton [24, 25] . We visualize the words q, ~4, Pq and Prlq by the corresponding subgraphs of the graph in Fig. I where the edge in this graph, connecting the levels 0 and 2. is dcnotcd by q. There are many rings R which arc wild in the scnsc that thorc seems to hc no hope for a complete classification of indecomposable R-modules. see for example [ZY]. It is not at all clear whether a similar kind of "wildness" appears in the decomposition problem of stable homotopy types. In fact, it might be true that the Stccnrod algebra itself is wild in the sense of representation theory, ncvcrthclcss the collection of those indccomposahlc modules over the Stcenrod alpcbra which arc actually rcali/ablc might not be wild. Clearly B in (2.3) satisfies B(id) = id and B(cpY) = (BP) (N) for compositions $I'; the function E. however, is not additive. Let x:Z/p' + Z/p' be the canonical generator of Horn (Z/p', Z/p') = Z/pmin"*" given by x( 1) = 1 if r 2 t and by x(1) = p'-'a 1 for r < t. Using (2.3) we get for n 1 3 and a prime p the well known result Here we write A = Z,%B if A is a cyclic group of order k with generator B. The generator iqq is given by the inclusion i: S" c IV (Z/p', n). the pinch map q : M (Z/p'. n) + S"' ', and the Hopf map q with [S"+ I, S"] = Z/27. Moreover we get ES "' ', izf (Z/2', n)] = Z/2 iv and [M(Z/Z', n), S"] = E/2(2.5) which are (2n + I)-dual groups with (iv)' = qy. On the other hand we get the (2n + 2)-dual groups, n 2 4. otherwise.
Here we set 5: = B(x)<,q, $ = iv' B(X) and E: = iqqq. We have the (2n + 2)-dualities (<:)* = q: and (E:)* = E;. This essentially is proved in [S]; a complete proof is also given by Jischke [28] . The explicit definition of generators above determines as well all compositions of maps between elementary Moore spaces in FA,'. In this section we describe the main result of this paper which solves the decomposition problem in the category FA:, n 2 4, see (1.6).
For the description of the indecomposable objects we use certain words. Let L be a set, the elements of which are called "letters". A word with letters in L is an element in the free monoid generated by L. Such a word a is written a = a, a2 . . . a, with USE L, n 2 0; for n = 0 this is the empty word 4. Let b = b, . . . b, be a word. We write w = . . . b if there is a word a with w = ab, similarly we write w = b . . , if there is a word c with H' = bc and we write H'=... .., b if there exist words a and c with w = abc. A subword of an infinite sequence . . . u-2u_,u0ulu2..
. with u~EL, FEZ, is a finite connected subsequence a,,~,, 1 . . . u.+~, n E B. For the word a = a, . . . u, we define the word -a = a,~,_ 1 . . . uI by reversing the order in u.
(3.1) Definirion. We define a collection of finite words H' = n', vvq2 . . . wk. The letters wi of H' are the symbols <, r). E or natural numbers c, si, ri. iE H. We write the letters si as upper indices, the letters ri as lower indices, and the letter t in the middle of the line since we have to distinguish between these numbers. For example r)5t2q, is such a word with t = 5, r1 = 3, St = 2. A basic sequence is defined by
(1) This is the infinite product u(l)a(2). . . of words a(i) = t&q,. i 2 1. A basic ward is any subword of (I). A central sequence is defined by In (ii) and D(ii) we use the lexicographical ordering < from the left and the index i runs through i = 2.3,. . . as indicated. The sequences in (3.1) can be visualized by the infinite graphs in Fig. 2 . The letters si, resp. ri, correspond to vertical edges connecting the levels 2 and 3, resp. the levels 0. 1. The letters 'I, resp. 5, correspond to diagonal edges connecting the levels 0 and 2, resp. the levels 1 and 3. Moreover E connects the levels 0 and 3 and f the levels 1 and 2. We identify a general word in (3.1) with the corresponding subgraph of the graphs in Fig. 2 . Therefore the vertices of Irrrf i of a general word are defined by the vertices of level i of the corresponding graph, iE (0, 1, 2. 3). We also write 1x1 = i if x is a vertex of level i. Moreover endow each vertical cdgc with a natural number. An ryuir&nce rrlution on such graphs is generated by rcflcction at a vertical line. One readily checks that the equivalence classes of such graphs are in 1 -1 corrcspondcncc to all gcncral words. basic sequence
.C-sequence Clearly the reflection replaces each letter t in w by the letter 7 and vice versa, moreover it turns a lower index into an upper index and vice versa. We define the dual cyclic word D(H.. cp) as follows. For the cyclic word (H', cp) in (3.1)(J) let D(H'. cp) = (w',((p*)-I). Here we set and we set cp* = Hom(cp, Z/2) with V(rp*) = Hom( I'(q), Z/2). Up to a cyclic permutation w' is just D(w) defined above. We point out that the dual words D(w) and D(w, cp) are special if H' and (w, cp) respectively are special.
We are going to construct certain AZ-polyhedra, n 2 4, associated to the words in (3.1). To this end we first define the homology of a word.
(3.4) Definition. Let w be a general word and let r.. . . rg and s, . . . s, be the words of lower indices and of upper indices respectively given by w. We define the torsion groups of N' by
and WC set T,(K) = 0 otherwise. We define the intc-grub homology of w by For a cyclic word (w, cp) we set (6) H,(w, cp) = @ 7;(w) "
where ~1 = dim V(q) and where the right hand side in the u-fold direct sum of T,(w). 
Here H, = Ii,(w) is the homology group in (3.4) above. We set ST" = S"" if w is a central word and WC set S," + ' = * otherwise, moreover we set s;+' = S"' ' if w is a basic word of the form H' = t . . . and we set Ss' ' = + otherwise. For the following short words w we can dcscribef(w) directly in terms of the generators defined in $2:
(2) f(q) = q = q":S"+' -9, The space A is exactly the one point union of the subspaces (5). (6) and ofj,: ST" c A. We now define/=/'(w) by the following equations. For a letter s, as above and for S = r -I we SC1 The first equation also holds if the letters rb or rr are empty that is if w = ('*rl. . . or if w = . . . C'*q respectively. In this case we set j(ra) = j(x), if x = f-(w), resp. j(r,) = j(y). if y = R(w), see (3.4) . We use a similar convention for the other equations in (7) . Using (2) and (7) we see thatjj(s,) is well defined for all general words w. Next we dcfinefi(x) where x is a spherical vertex of w with 1x1 2 2.
Using (8) and (2) the element/j(x) is well defined for all general words w. Finally we definefic by (9) li, = j(x)tl + j&l)
This completes the definition off=f(w) and whence the definition of X(w) = C,
We point out that X(N) in (3.5) coincides with the corresponding elementary complex in (1.8) if H: is one of the words q. qy, ~7, ~4. Moreover the suspension of such complexes are given by XX(V) = X(8. z;X(VI) = x(s'q), ZX(,rl) = X(pc'), X:x($74) = X(Ptq).
(3.6)
The words Pqq and pSq correspond to the two possible subgraphs in a central sequence which both look like the graph in Fig. 1 . This precisely describes the embedding of indecomposable Ai-polyhedra (m = n, n + 1) into the set of indecomposable AZ-polyhedra. In a similar way indecomposable A'polyhedra (m = n, n + 1) are embedded in the set of indecomposable Ai-polyhedra; this already signifies the complexity of the decomposition problem in FA:.
(3.7) Definition. Let n 2 4 and let (w, 9) be a cyclic word. We define the AZ-polyhedron X(w. 9) = C, by the mapping cone of a mapf=f(w, 9) where 
if w = . . .,,('-ql. . . , TE (2,. . . , p} and S = 'I -1, see (3.1)(4). Moreover we set
The spaces X(w) and X(w, 9) are constructed in such a way that the integral homology is given by ~I,+IX(W) = Hi(w), Hn+,X(w, 9) = Hi(w, 9) (3.8)
where we use the homology of the words w and (H', 9) in (3.4) . For an elementary Moore space 12f(.Z;2', n + j) in FA,' we get X(w) = M(Z/2', n + j) if the graph w consists only of the edge k connecting the levels j and j + 1, moreover X(w) = S"" is a sphere if the graph H' consists only of a vertex at level j. The next result solves the decomposition problem in FA:, see (1.6). we prove this result in $6 below.
(3.9) DECOMPOSITION THEOREM. Let n 2 4. The elementary Moore spaces in FA:, the complexes X(w) where w is a special word, and rhe complexes X(w, 9) where (w, 9) is a special cyclic word/urnish a complete list of all indecomposable homotopy types in FA:. For two complexes X # X' in this list there is a homotopy equicalence X 2 X' if and only if there are equicalent special cyclic words (w, cp) -(4, cp' ) with X = X( w, cp) and X' = X(w', cp'). Moreover each homotopy type in FA,) has a unique decomposition.
Spanier-Whitehead duality of indecomposable complexes in FA: is completely clarified by the next result. X(D(w, cp) ) is the Spanier-Whitehead (Zn + 3)-dual ofX(w, cp).
Proofof (3.10) . The result essentially follows from the careful choice of generators in $2 which is compatible with Spanier-Whitehead duality. This implies that there are (2n + 2)dualities f(w)* =f(Dw) and j(w, cp)' =/(D(w, cp)). Hence (3.10) is a consequence of the remark on mapping cones following (2.2).
$4. ALGEBRAIC INVARIANTS
We describe algebraic stable A,'-systems which classify the homotopy types of AZ-polyhedra, n 2 4. To this end we introduce the following notation.
Let F: C + K be a functor. We say that an object X in K is F-reukuhle if there is an object Yin C together with an isomorphism a : F Y z X in K. We call Y or the pair (2. Y) an F-reakation of X. We say that F is a detecting functor if F is full. if each object in K is F-realizable, and if F satisfies the following sufficiency condition: A morphism /I in C is an isomorphism if and only if the morphism Ffl is an isomorphism in K. One readily observes that a detecting functor F induces a I -I correspondence bctwcen isomorphism classes of objects; here a I I I correspondence is a function which is injective and surjective. Moreover a detecting functor F induces a I -I correspondence between isomorphism classes of indecomposable objects if F preserves sums.
We shall use graded abelian groups H with Hi = 0 for i < 0, i > 3 and H, free abelian. (4.1)
For example the reduced integral homology H of an Ai-polyhedron X has this property; here we set
We now consider the following commutative diagram of additive functors, n 2 4. where Ai is the homotopy category of AZ-polyhedra.
s-c v The categories H, S, and G are purely algebraic and the functors Q and g which we define below are detecting functors. The objects of the categories H. S. and C are given by specifying additional structure on "homology" groups H as in (4.1). Let FH. FS. and FG be the full subcategories of H, S, and G respectively for which all objects havefinitely generated homology. (1) with degree 161 = -1 such that Sq, is the composition
Here i is the inclusion of the 2-torsion and CJ is the quotient map. A morphism H, -+ Hi in H is a pair (F, G) of degree 0 homomorphisms F: H + H', G: H(2) -+ H' (2) . such that G is R-linear and such that F and G are compatible with respect to the sequences S and S'. The functor u: Ai 4 H carries an object X to &J(X) = (H. H(2), S) where H is the homology in (4.2) where H(2), = H,+i(X. Z/2) is endowed with the action of the Steenrod operations Sy,, Sq,. and where S is the universal coefficient sequence. The functor u was considered by Henn [22] . who showed that an analogous functor for the Steenrod algebra '8,. p odd, is a detecting functor. In our case, however, we use the prime 2 so that v is not a detecting functor since in general there are non trivial higher order cohomology operations on spaces X in Ai. for example Adem operations. which are not detected by y(X). We therefore need the better algebraic invariants of X obtained by the functor Q in (4.3). see (4.10) below.
In the definition of the category S WC USC the following notation on abclian groups K and L. We have the natural isomorphism 'I': Ext (K:, L @ Z/2) z Hom(K + H/2. L @ 
(1)
The row is an exact sequence; (the group rr2 in this row is considered in (4.8) below).
Moreover the column is the short exact sequence defined by the following push out in Ab:
cok (b, ). 4 (4 Here we use (4.5) and the homomorphism i in (1). The map A in (1) is induced by A in (4.5) and q is the projection for the cokernel of 6, in (1). We use the composition v = qp(i @ 1) in (2) for the definition of the push out r(K; A) in Ab defined by the following diagram (3); here we use the exact sequence (4.6).
Ext (K. H,'Z) @ If, -c(K)@ H,-, lrp' -
The map 11 is induced by G @ 1. Finally /j in the
where hL is given by (I). 
is well defined by the exact sequence in the bottom row of (4.7) (3) where we set K = ker (b2). This element jn2) determines the extension
in the exact sequence (4.7)(l). Recall that J. H. C. Whitehead [42] introduced for an (n -I)-connected space X, n 2 3, the exact sequence Y 1' (4.9) where h is the Hurewicz homomorphism and where b is the secondary boundary operator with F,,,X = im (~J,,X'"-~ -+ nmXmj, X" = m-skeleton of X. Compare also (X11.3) in [38] . We are now ready to state the following result which we prove in (5.18) below. Let n 2 4, then there exists a detecting finctor Q : Ai + S such that Q (X) = (H, x1, D, /I) has the following properties. The homolog_v H is gken as in (4.2) . the groups II, and 7tz in D are [he homotopy groups x, = n,+,(S) and   xt 2 n,+,(X) . Moreocer there is a natural isomorphism r 2 l-"+,(X) such that the row of D in (4.7)( 1) is naturally isomorphic fo CtThiteheaJs exact sequence (4.9).
A complete definition of the functor Q is given in (5.13) below. The main new feature of the functor Q is the invariant fl in Q(X) which we call the boundury inruritrnt of X. As pointed out in [4] the boundary invariants are the true Eckmann-Hilton duals of the Postnikov invariants; a further discussion of these invariants will appear elsewhere. In Part II of [43 the objects of S are called Ai-systems, n 2 4. here we use the convention that we omit n in the description of objects in S since we are in the stable range.
The functors Q and v in (4.3) have the following connection which we prove in (5.19) b&W. Then them is a natural isomorphism x such that the following diagram commutes. We shall use x for the identification H,(2) = cok p(i @I 1). The map y and the arrows q denote quotient maps. The top row is given by D and coincides up to isomorphism with (4.9). The maps Sq,, F and care given by I&X). Moreover we obtain the maps K in the diagram by the elements Here {rz, } is given by the extension cok b,w n, -) H, which is part of the top row of the diagram. Moreover Ict y+ : cok b, -* cok yb, be induced by y above, then we observe that ) = 0 is trivial since yp(i @I 1) = 0 by definition of 'J. Whence we obtain the y*L' = 'r*qAi@ 1 map (H, = Hf) (3) i', = (Ext W r, 7,). 0): I-(H:; A) 4 Ext(Hz. cok 'i b3) on the push out in (4.7)(3). Using this map we define {B} = 7,/I where fl is the boundary invariant given by Q(Y). The diagram in (4.11) shows us exactly the connection between the Steenrod squaring operations and Whitehead's certain exact sequence (4.9). The commutativity of the right hand side of the diagram is actually an old result of J. H. C. Whitehead, compare [41] and (X11.4) in [38] .
We are now ready for the definition of the category G and of the functors I$ and V. Prooj: Let K'= (H, D,, Dz) be an object in G. We get an p-realization Hs = (H, H(2). S) as follows. H,(2) = HO @ Z/2. H, (2) and the corresponding part of S is given by D1. Let H,(2) = Hi @ Z/2 $ Hi-L l E/2 for i = 2.3. Then S is completely defined. Now Sq, can be chosen such that e(Hs) = W. If tp: lJ(H,)+ &Hi)
is a morphism in C we can choose Y: Hs + Hi with B('t') = cp, since the involved exact sequences are split. The corollary follows from (4.14) and from the fact that Q and B are detecting functors and that (4.3) commutes.
Proof o/ (3.14) . Let U. = (H. D,. D2 1 be an object in G. We get a y-realization A=(H,n,,D,8)bybz=i.q:wechoosetheextension~,suchthat{rr,}=~asin(4.11)(1).
This gives us I-by (4.7) (2) . such that there is an isomorphism
x: H,(2) z cokp(i @ 1). We choose 6, such that 76, = xiq. see (3. In this section we first defne the functor Q : Ai -+ S. n 2 4. and we show that Q has the properties in (4. II). Then we show that Q is a detecting functor. The definition of Q(X) uses Whitehead's exact sequence (4.9) and a new "boundary invariant".
We first consider Whitehead's group r,, 2 (S). Let X be an (nl)-connected CW-space with n 2 4. Then we have the following natural short exact sequence which we denote by S,(X): n,+,X@zE12~r"+2 x -Y++ rr, X + z/2. Thcsc definitions show that 11 and A arc natural. For the exactness it is enough to consider the case whsn X is (n + I)-dimensional and whence of the form X 2: hl(H,,. II) v ill(F, II + I); hcrc F is a free abclian group. Therefore (5. I) follows from the special case (5.2) below. For a Moore space X = nl(K, n) of an abelian group K we have the exact sequance G,:
where (4.9) shows that K @ Z/2 = n, + , .\l(K. n). comparc [ 1 J.
The extension (5.2) coincides with the extension (4.5) so that WC may set G(K) = n,+21'Ll(K. n). 
Hans-Joachim Baues and hlatthias Hermes
The left hand side of the diagram is given by z, : Sr(.V(Ho. n)) -+ S,(X); since the columns are exact we see that the subdiagram push is actually a push out of abelian groups. One gets the right hand side of the diagram by the map j,: S,-(.Y) -. S,(SP, X) induced by the inclusion j: S -* SP, .Y where SP, .Y is the infinite symmetric product of S. We use the theorem of Dold-Thorn [17] for the identification x0 : S,(SP, X) 2 S where S is the right hand column of (5.4) which is also part of u(X). see (4.4) . This way we define the natural map 7 in (5.4) by the composition 7 = x0 r,+2(j). The top row of (5.4) is obtained by the exact sequence (4.9); therefore diagram (5.4) yields the isomorphism ~:cok~(i@l) z H.,,(X.H,'2). (5.5)
Next we need homotop_~ groups with coefficirnrs defined by n,(K; X) = [,%I(K, n), X]. One has the universal coefficient sequence A Ext(K,n,+Ix)--+ 7c,(K; X)2+ Hom(K. x,X).
(5.6) compare [25] . As a special case one gets for n.+ ,(K; S") the sequence We now use the groups c(K) and G(L) above for the computation of the group K. + , (K; M (L. n) ). This group is embedded in the following commutative diagram in which the rows are exact sequences with short exact rows. This follows from the naturality of (5.10) since for an (n + I)dimensional complex izf we have n,+ , (K; M) = I-., , (K; M). Since the rows are short exact sequences we see that (5.1 I) again is a push out of abclian groups. This push out can be combined with the push out in (5.9) so that one gets an explicit formula for the groups T',.,(K;X)intermsofr?(K)andT,+rX.
The natural quotient map y:r,,+* (X) -* cok bJ. see (4.9), yields the push out group r,", , (K; X) given by the diagram 
P (5.12)
We arc now ready for the definition of the functor Q in the classification theorem.
(5.13) Dc$nition. Let X be a CW-complex in A:. Then wc dchnc the object Q(X) = (H, n,. D, /?I in S. see (4.7). as follows. The graded group H is the homology (4.2); the group rt, is the homotopy group n,, , (X). Moreover, diagram D is defined by the exact sequence (4.9) and by (5. I); here we USC the identification T = T, + 2 Xgivcn by (4.7)(2) and (5.4) . Combining the push out diagrams (5.9). (5.11) and (5.12) we get the identification r(K; Q(X)) = Ti,,(K; X), compare S"= M(H3,n + 2) v Af(H2,n + 1) v Rf(Bl,n + 1) (5.14) LEMMA. %re is a mapf:X" -) X' such that the mapping cone C, is homotopy equivalent to X.
We point out that the complexes X ( M') and X (w, cp) in (3.9) are special examples of such mapping cones C,.
Prooj: We first observe that we have the homotopy equivalences X' c X"" and I;X" 'c x/x"+'.
Nowfis the desuspcnsion of the boundary map X/X"+ ' 4 XX"' ' in the cofiber sequence of the inclusion X"' ' c X. Since we assume n 2 4 the dcsuspension is well defined up to homotopy.
The mapfconstructcd in the proof of (5.14) has the additional property that the induced homology homomorphism
If,(f) is given by the inclusion B, c Z,. Moreover inclusion i,:
hf(fI,. n + 1) c X" yields the element (1) (2) fi2E[iZf(iIL, II + I), X""] with p(j'ir) = i,h,E)lom(ff,, n,,, X"+') Hcrci:r.+, x= M,@Iz!/2cn,+~X " + ' is the inclusion as in (5. IO) and b, is given by (4.9).
Equation (2) shows that /i, is an element in r:+ I) set (5.10) where we set m = n + 1, y= X"+* and K = H,. Therefore the boundary invariant This, in fact. shows that Q in (5.13) is a well dcfincd functor AZ + S. 
is induced by the quotient map q:Z: + Z[ @ Z/2. One can check that for these choices diagram (4) commutes. Any extension F of F' with H,(F) = cp induces the map Q(F) = (cp, cp,, qr). One obtains the existence of such a map F by the construction of a map F": X" --c r' such that g F" = F' f and such that H, ( F") is compatible with cp,, (p2. This is a direct but somewhat tkdious procedure. A more elegant proof for the existence of the extension F is obtained as follows. First we choose a chain map C:C,(X)-+C,(Y) (8) between cellular chain complexes such that C coincides with C, ( F' ) in degree 5 n + 1 and such that H, (<) = cp. Since (cp, cp,) is compatible with diagram D we can find an extension We already pointed out that the commutativity of the right hand side in diagram (4.1 I) was proved by J. H. C. Whitchcad [413, see also (X11.4) in [38] . This also yields the commutativity of the Icft hand side of diagram (4.1 1) in case the n-skclcton of X is trivial. Now we can use naturality arguments for the quotient map X -+ X/X" to obtain the commutativity in general; for this WC also use the explicit formula for Q(X) in terms of /with X = C,, see (5.13) and (5.14)(3). FAZ. where H' is a special word which is husic or crntrai, and where (w, cp) is a special cyclic word, ftrrnish a complete list of inde~o,Ilposrrhlp objects of FH. Two objects
Hs # Hi in this list (we isomorphic in FH q'arld onl~~ if thcrc ore eyuiwlent speciul cyclic words (w. cp) s (w'. cp') with Hs = &lX( w, cp) and H; = lJ X (w', cp'). izf oreoter decomposition is unique in FH.
This result is very similar to the decomposition theorem (3.9): the crucial difference is described by the special r-words w = a&b which also yield indecomposable homotopy types X(w) in FA: but for which l=J X (w) is decomposable, namely
&JX(a&b) = yX( -a) $ yX(b). (6.2)
Here again rJ X ( -a) and u X (b) are indecomposable objects in FH.
For the proof of the decomposition theorem (3.9) we first observe an easy fact. The lemma easily follows from the classification theorem (4.10). We now describe the indecomposable objects in FH and FS in terms of the graphs associated to the general words w. formula (3.4)(4) . The genrrutors of If are given by the elcmcnts y(I) where I is a spherical vcrtcx of w or where I is one of the vertical edges of w denoted by s,, r,, or t, see , h(x) = 0 otherwise. This completes the definition of g(w). In a similar way we obtain the object &J(w, cp) in FH with y(w, cp) = &JX(w, cp). Henn [22] describes the objects g(w) by using words W of a different form which are in l-1 correspondence to the words w used here. For example Henn's word W=(1.9,0;2,3,3;1,4.0;2.2.1;3.1,2;0,0,0) corresponds to w=,~~~~~JZ~'+ Using this correspondence we derive (6.1) from [22] . compare also [23] . Finally WC define the Spanier 
EI2Li with generator CIZC we obtain the cyclic subgroup Ext(Z*g(s,), (H,. cok b,) with generator denoted by Ext (g(s,), c). Using this convention we define BE in (6) by the sum Bg = I: Br (s,. h,(x)) Ext(g(s,). @r(x)) (9) where BE@,. h,(x)) = 1 if there is a diagonal 5 connecting the vertices u(s,) and IC, and where bE(s,, h,(x)) = 0 otherwise. One can check that for /I = { (BE, b(d) ) we get {b) 6 = qSq, with Sqz defined in (6.4). see (4.4) ; in fact we simply have { 8) = Ext (Hz, ;'*) 
C) c Ext

We denote this isomorphism cluss by y(W) = y(A).
Proo/. The map y in (4.1 I) depends only on (H,,, i: Ho @I Z/2 + n,). Since tt' determines {n, ) and b2 in (4.1 I) we see that i is well defined up to isomorphism by Cj'. This proves the lemma. Proof. The condition 7 (w) = 0 implies that y in (6.6) is an isomorphism. Whence also y+ in (4.1 l)(3) is an isomorphism and u in (4.7)(3) is trivial, u = 0. This implies that b3 is completely determined by Sq,f and that fl is completely determined by { fl) since (4.7)(4) holds.
Remark. In particular rr, = 0 implies y(W) = 0. Therefore we immediately get the following result by Uehara [36] : the homotopy type of an Ai-polyhedron with vanishing (n + l)-homotopy group is completely determined by its module over the Steenrod algebra. = Q(w, cp) the claim follows by the part following (6.5) (11).
(6.9) THEOREM. Ewr_v indrcomposablr object in FH has up to isomorphism exactly one
V-rralixrion in FAI.
ProojI It is enough to show that each indecomposable object IV in FG has up to isomorphism exactly one y-realization in FS. This is clear for y(IV) = 0 by (6.7). If 7 ( 11') = Z/2 we derive from (6.8) that 7 (D IV) = 0. Here D IV is the Spanier-Whitehead dual of cl'. see (6.4)(j). Hence Dlt' has a unique realization. and this implies that also CY has a unique realization since we can use the Spanier-Whitehead (2n + 3)-duality in F*i,J.
For the proof of the decomposition theorem we still have to find those indecomposable objects S in FA," for which [J(X) is decomposable in FH. WC consider for an object A = (H. n, . D, /j) in FS the following diagrams of unbroken arrows which we dcnotc by P(,-l) .
IO)
Compare (4.7)( 1) and (4.1 I). We say that A is nice if there exist objects Ai, ie (1, . . . , k}, of the form Q(N) or Q(N, cp) as in (6.5) such that y(Ai) is indecomposable in FC and such that the diagrams P(A, @ . . . @ A,) coincide, in particular H = HA' CD . . . @ HAL. n, = T$' CD . . . @ ntk etc. In this case we say that A is relotd to A, @ . . . Q3 A, = A+. We identify the object w resp. (w, cp). if A, = Q(w). resp. A, = Q(w. cp).
P(A) =
A, with the word (6. I I) LEMMA. Each objecr in FS is isomorphic to a nice object.
Proofi LetAbeanobjectinFSandletyAZR,@...@R,bea VA. By (6.9) the y-realization Ai Of Ri is well defined up to isomorphism.
decomposition of
We can choose Ai of the form Q(M) or Q(i(; cp) as in (6.5). Moreover there is an isomorphism of diagrams 'I': P (A) z P(A, @ . . . @I A,) since the extension {x, } is determined by YA. Using this isomorphism Y we define the nice object B in S by the condition that Y is actually an isomorphism Y: Here we use the element b(A,)E@H$) @I H$ given by b(w) or b(w, cp) in (6.5). Moreover, we use in the formula for /Ia the notation in (6.5)(9); the sum runs through all generators g(s,) of H,A' and all generators h = h,(x) or h = hr in FAj; i,j = 1, . . . , k see (6.5) (3) .
From now on we assume that A is a nice object in S related to A' = A, @ . . . @ Ak. We are going to construct automorphisms Y:P(A+) 2 P(A+) (6.13) which transform h, = hi and b = j?A in A into a "normal form" b'j and 8" respectively such that Y becomes an isomorphism Y: A z B between nice objects both r&ted to A+. We shall define Y only on certain basis elements, it is understood that Y is the identity on all the other basis elements. Proof: Compare (6.5)(j) and use (6.14). A, by a diagonal < and j?i(s,, h) = 0 otherwise, compare (6.12) . Proof We set 'f'r(hr(y)) = ~~~(s,, h).h where the sum runs through all h = h,(x) and h = h, in TA. We get Yr(h,(y)) = h,(y) + z, where; is some element in Ker yA. In case g(y) is the generator of H:' we set Y*(g,) = 9% + z' with g,Err,'l a generator and /A (2' @ 1) = 2.
Remark. Lemma (6.16) tells us that /Ii&, h) is equal to pi' (s,, h), see (6.5) (9) . for all basis elements h in cok b,. If in the above situation A, = Q(vv, cp) we can choose an isomorphism Y as in (6.13) such that pf(s,, h) = /?t' (s I, h) for all basis elements g(s,)E Hfh and all basis elements h in cok 6,. Proof: The claim follows inductively from (6.15). (6.16) and the following remark. By (6.15) we can assume that bf = b:'. By applying (6.16) and the followinp remark to each basis element of H: we pet /I! = /?a'. Thcsc tuplcs are ordered Icxicographically. Up to isomorphism in FS the objects in (6.18) are all objects A in FS for which L'(A) is indccomposablc and y(A) = P/2. see (6.8). 
where h, = h,(.4,) @ h2 (AZ) and similarly yb, and K have direct sum form. Define Y,(y*) = g' + g* and let Y be the identity on all other generators as usual. By (6.5)(l) g1 and g' are not contained in Im 6,. Therefore Y is compatible with diagram (1). If the order of gz is greater than the order of g' we have Yy, + Z/2 = id and Y is compatible with diagram (2). also. We are done. We are also done if A2 consists of a single letter. (b) We now assume T( A I) = T( AZ). Then A, = A, and we can define Y by Y IHA, = idH4, + itlH4; and Y,HI, = iJH4,, (c) Finally we prove the other direction. Let Y be an isomorphism with Yy,g2 = g' + .
x as in the claim. This already implies that the order of gz is greater than or equal to the order of g'. If these orders are equal compatibility with diagrams (I) and (2) implies that the order of g(s') is grcutcr than or equal to the order of g(s") and so on. This exactly means Ifh=OthenwehaveA=B@A,+,@ . ..@A..whcreBisrelatedtoA,@..@A,. We can proceed with part (b) below. Otherwise let g!," = p(g',i' @I 1) be the generator of This shows that C = 8, @ D where B, is a nice object related to A, @ Ak and D is a nice object related to A, Q At Q3 k, @ . . . @ AI_, where we omit A,. Inductively we "split off' further nice objects related to sums A, @ A, with m + 1 5 j 5 1 and I+ 1 I; i 5 k. Eventually b in (I) becomes zero and we can split ofi the remaining summands Q(S"").
It remains to consider the following case (b).
(b) Assume k = I, i.e. Ai # Q(S"" ) for each i. Let A be a nice object related to Al $. . . $ ,4[, where the ordering of the A, , . . . . A, is chosen as at the beginning of part (a); in addition we assume that T(D.-t,+,) 5 T (DA,,2) 
I . . . 5 T(DA,)
and T(A,+,)
T(A,,z)s . . . I T(A,)
holds. see (6.18) We may assume by (6.15 ) that b: = bf'. According to (6.12) we have /?" = ((/31, K)} where j??: = /3:' + d, and where d with p,(d) = 0 can be expressed as a sum (see (6.5)(g)) d = 1 d(S,. h)Ext(g(s,).qh). If a+,, gy') = 0 for each Y(~,)EH~(A,+, @ . . . QI A,,,) we can split off A, so that we only need to consider objects related to A, @ . . . @ A, _ , . Let us assume the contrary and denote by s:i' the first letter of A,, p + I r; i s 01. Then we define q by q = max (i] r?(s':'. g;!' f 0 and p + 1 s i z% mj.
By (6.20) there exists an isomorphism Y with 
Again we actually have /?'" = {(/?s. 6)) b ecause of the special choice of Y. We get C = B, @ D, where B, is a nice object related to A, @ A, and D is a nice object related to the direct sum of the remaining summands. We continue to split off nice objects related to A' @ A" with y(D.1') = Z 2 = ;*(.-I"). After finitely many steps the remaining part will decompose into nice objects related to single summands .-I, where we finally use (6.7). This completes the proof. (6.24) Remark. Let AZ (2) be the category of 2-local Ai-polyhedra. where n 2 4, see [22] , and let FA,' (2) be the full subcategory consisting of objects with finitely generated homology. The indecomposable objects in FA: (2) are in one-one correspondence to those indecomposable objects in FA: which have no odd torsion in homology. Uniqueness of decomposition holds in FA: (2) by [43] . Thercforc uniqueness holds in FA: as well, where we use (6.3). Now the proof of (3.9) is complctc.
